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To remarkable Ken,
and my parents Eleanor & Fraise,
who gave me Irish roots
– e.c.n.
For my gracious wife Melody
and our ‘Irish’ children
– l.e.c.

NOTES
The first surprise about St. Patrick is that he was born a 4th century Britain and Roman citizen in the waning
days of the Roman empire. Kidnapped and carried off to Ireland as a child, he was enslaved for six years. After
a daring escape, he made the astounding decision to return and convert the Irish, ultimately becoming their
bishop. At the time, striking off to the wilderness to convert barbarians was simply not done. In the end, this
trail-blazing Christian was declared a saint by popular acclaim and today is the patron saint of Ireland.
Patrick’s adventures survive to this day in copies of his two letters. The complex letter known as the
Confession defends his life’s work from detractors, while sprinkled with incomplete but tantalizing accounts.
In his fiery Epistle, he blasts the Britain warlord Coroticus, a nominal Christian, for enslaving and killing newly
baptized Irish. Not intended to be autobiography, the letters leave many mystifying questions unanswered.
To emphasize the real man, the author relied on Patrick’s letters almost exclusively. One undocumented yet
traditional tale is included at the end to connect a wee bit to the popularized St. Patrick of today.
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O

n the isle of
Britain in olden
days, a lad had a life so
easy he never gave it a
thought.
Patrick’s noble parents
loved him. Servants
waited upon him.

Patrick only halflistened to his teachers
and closed his ears to his
church elders. Why, he
never gave himself
a thought.

In those days, raiders sailed the sea between Britain and the next
island, a wild and dangerous place called Ireland. The raiders stole
whatever they could get their hands on — food, animals, even
people. Patrick didn’t give that a thought either.
Until, one night, they stole Patrick.

We hope you have enjoyed the first few pages!
Find out what happens next by ordering
“The Puzzles of St. Patrick” at
www.fairlandbooks.com

